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What is in a nomenclature document:
no·men·cla·ture /ˈnōmənˌklāCHər/ noun. the devising or choosing of names for things, especially in a
science or other discipline.
A nomenclature, very easy to pronounce and to define, the nomenclature for hysteroscopic procedures
has a story behind… I will tell you the story, but please keep it to yourself.
It all started many years ago, a brilliant mind (Dr Mario Franchini) met with 2 other leaders in
hysteroscopy (I am going to call them L. A & T.C) and after having a wonderful dinner, and why not, a
couple of beers and a glass of wine, realized that the world of hysteroscopy lacked a nomenclature, a
common way of talking, people were calling the same procedure with different names and it was difficult
to understand each other. At times, it was impossible to determine the setting in which the hysteroscopic
procedures were performed when reading a paper and it was difficult to compare data from different
papers. So, we needed to create a “Nomenclature”. Like many times before, when a need is identified
by Luis and Sergio, they are not going to rest until it gets done!!! So, this is what happened…
In June 2018, the previously mentioned dinner took place, the need for a comprehensive nomenclature
to describe hysteroscopic procedures was identified. In December 2018, an email was sent out to 70
hysteroscopy experts from all over the word inquiring about areas of hysteroscopy that needed a
common terminology, areas that were described using different terms, and areas where they believed
there was confusion. After receiving a massive amount of response and great comments, 5 domains
were identified: 1. Pain management 2. Setting 3. Model of Care 4. Type of procedure 5. Approach to
hysteroscopy.
Based on this, a preliminary proposal was made, and it was subsequently presented at the Global
Congress of Hysteroscopy (GCH) meeting in Barcelona, Spain in June 2019, the European Society of
Gynecologic Endoscopy (ESGE) meeting in Thessaloniki Greece in October 2019 and at the American
Association of Gynecologic Endoscopist meeting (AAGL) in Vancouver, Canada in November 2019.
Attendants to the meeting had the opportunity to make comments and suggestions live at the meeting
and subsequently by email. Then, the year 2020 came…. We all stayed at home (for obvious reasons).
At our hospitals, the OR were closed for elective procedures, some of us needed to wear N95 masks
more often than others and ZOOM became the way to interact with each other. We attended too many
webinars (some developed Webinar-phobia) and the year 2020 came and went very quickly.
In 2021, the Hysteroscopy Nomenclature Taskforce was created. Five selected members of each of
the participating organizations (AAGL, ESGE and GCH) met on 3 zoom meetings (April-May-June) in
which the 5 previously identified domain that needed clarifications were discussed at length. We initially
had a very controversial and difficult first meeting, in which frustration and concerns about the capacity
to create a nomenclature that will accommodate the needs of all different geographic areas around the
globe was raised multiple times, however, at the second meeting an agreement was reached and, on
the third meeting, the different definitions were finalized and some editorial changes were made. This is
how the International Consensus Statement for recommended terminology describing hysteroscopic
procedures was created. This final work was recently presented at the ESGE meeting in Rome receiving
great feedback. Needless to say, this is a work in progress and the first of many more consensus that
this workforce is planning to create. For, now please adopt and enjoy this nomenclature, feel free to
comment and express your suggestions to improve it, and most importantly, continue expanding the
word of hysteroscopy. Cheers!

Jose “Tony” Carugno, MD FACOG
Associate Professor OBGYN University of Miami
Minimally Invasive Gynecology Division Director
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Introduction
Hysteroscopy is one of the commonest performed
procedures in contemporary gynaecology and is
considered the gold standard endoscopic
procedure for the evaluation and treatment of
women with intrauterine pathology (Gkrozou et al.,
2015). Hysteroscopic procedures are conducted in
a variety of health care facilities with or without the
use of anaesthesia/analgesia or in a hospital
operating room (theatre) with an anaesthetist in
charge of pain management. The decision where
and how to undertake hysteroscopic procedures
depends upon a number of factors including the
available infrastructure (staffing, equipment,
facilities), preferences (both patient and clinician),
the type of hysteroscopic procedure (i.e. feasibility,
acceptability and effectiveness of diagnostic and
operative procedures) and health economics (e.g.
reimbursement,
investment
and
cost
effectiveness).
For diagnostic and simple operative procedures
such as endometrial polypectomy, procedures
performed outside of a formal operating room have
been shown to be cost-effective, with a low
complication rate, high rates of patient acceptability
and patient’s satisfaction (Kremer et al., 2000;
Saridogan et al., 2010; Moawad et al., 2014; Clark
et al., 2015; Cooper et al., 2015). More complex
and prolonged procedures, such as hysteroscopic
myomectomy and lysis of dense adhesions, are
generally conducted in a hospital operating room
with an anaesthetist present.
The structure and delivery of health care services
vary across national health care systems, with
differing credentialing requirements, funding,
mechanisms for reimbursement and laws and
regulations. These differences have hampered a
clear understanding of how contemporary
hysteroscopic services are currently being
delivered globally and how best to do this.
Specifically, there is no consensus regarding the
terminology used to describe the different
hysteroscopic procedures including the setting in
which they are performed and the model of care
(i.e. need for elective hospital admission and
length of stay) of the patient undergoing
hysteroscopic procedures. Terms such as “inoffice”, “outpatient”, “ambulatory”, “day-case”, “inpatient”, “operating room” are used frequently
interchangeably without standardised definition or
common understanding.

There is, thus, a pressing need for th
implementation of a common terminology to
describe hysteroscopic procedures that can be
used uniformly in clinical practice and research.
The creation and adoption of a standard
nomenclature will be helpful for clinicians and
patients by allowing the quality and outcomes of
clinical practice to be more robustly compared.
Furthermore, research studies can be reliably
compared,
aiding
the
interpretation
and
generalisability of findings, as well as facilitating
data syntheses (i.e. systematic reviews and metaanalyses).
Therefore, the American Association of
Gynecologic Laparoscopists (AAGL), the European
Society for Gynaecological Endoscopy (ESGE)
and the Global Community of Hysteroscopy (GCH)
formed an international working group of experts in
hysteroscopy to develop a consensus statement of
recommended terminology to use for describing
different aspects of hysteroscopic procedures: (I)
pain management, (ii) the setting where
procedures are conducted, (iii) the model of care
relating to the length of stay and need for
admission, (iv) the type of procedure and (v) the
approach to hysteroscopy

Methods
In June 2018, concerns about the lack of a
standardised
nomenclature
to
describe
hysteroscopic procedures was identified by a
group comprising of five expert hysteroscopists
from Europe and the USA. The need to create a
nomenclature that objectively and uniformly
defined hysteroscopic procedures prompted this
group to create a larger working group of leading
international hysteroscopists to identify areas in
which a standard nomenclature was lacking.
In December 2018, seventy gynaecologists with
extensive experience in hysteroscopic procedures
were selected to represent the international
community. An email was distributed among the
members of this group enquiring about identified
areas of current hysteroscopic practice that, in their
opinion, needed a common terminology. On
January 31, 2019, a preliminary proposal regarding
areas of hysteroscopic practice where standard
nomenclature
was
needed,
namely
pain
management, procedural setting, the model of
care, and approaches to hysteroscopy, was
drafted. This broad, preliminary consensus was
.
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presented and discussed at the Global
Hysteroscopy Congress in Barcelona, Spain in
June 2019, at the ESGE Annual Scientific Meeting
in Thessaloniki, Greece in October 2019 and at the
Annual Global Congress of the AAGL in
Vancouver, Canada in November 2019.
Following this wide consultation, the AAGL, the
ESGE and the GCH created an international
working group of 15 experts in hysteroscopy with
the objective of revising the preliminary draft and
prepare a consensus statement for terminology to
be used for hysteroscopic procedures. Each
scientific organisation contributed with five
members in the group including practicing
clinicians and researchers who had demonstrated
leadership
and
expertise
hysteroscopic
procedures.
A total of three online video meetings took place
from April to June 2021 in which a final agreement
for standardised nomenclature was obtained. The
process for arriving at a consensus was as follows.
Where there was consensus about terminology for
a particular area of hysteroscopic practice, the
statements were adopted and revised only for
editorial reasons. Where consensus could not be
achieved, the proposed statements were removed,
and members of the working group had the
opportunity to provide verbal and written

1. Pain management
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comments, suggestions, and to propose changes.
These statements were revised accordingly to
encompass the views of the working group
members. The revised statements including
alternative statement options where applicable,
were disseminated in advance of the next online
meeting and subsequently discussed in that forum.
If voting failed to reach a consensus, the same
process was followed before and during the third
and final online working group meeting. Where
members could not attend the online meetings,
their written opinions were sought in advance to
allow formulation of consensus of the whole group.

Results
The adoption and implementation of a common
terminology
to
standardise
reporting
of
hysteroscopic procedures was proposed to cover
five domains; pain management, healthcare
setting, model of care, type of hysteroscopic
procedure and the hysteroscopic approach to the
uterine cavity.
A summary of the terminology is given in Table I,
and more detailed descriptions are provided in the
subsequent sections.
.

Technological advances have led to the
miniaturisation of hysteroscopes and ancillary
instrumentation, which has facilitated the conduct
of procedures without the need for anaesthesia or
with the use of local genital tract anaesthesia
alone. The feasibility of conducting procedures
without the need for conventional general or
regional anaesthesia is dependent upon several
factors both clinical and non-clinical and these
include the type of procedure, patient preferences,
clinician expertise, the available instrumentation
and infrastructure and how health services are
reimbursed and regulated.
Thus, the management of pain is a key
consideration when undertaking hysteroscopic
procedures and needs to be clearly and
consistently reported. A hierarchical description of
pain management, consisting of five levels, is
recommended. (Table II).

Table I. Overview of terminology for hysteroscopy
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Table II. Levels of pain management used during hysteroscopic procedures*

2. Setting
There is currently no common understanding on
the best terminology to define the setting in which
hysteroscopic procedures are carried out. Terms
such as “in-office”, “outpatient”, “ambulatory”, “daycase”, “in-patient”, “operating room” are used
without standardised definition and often
incorporate both the place (facility) where
procedures are conducted and whether patients
are admitted and how long they stay for. In order
for a clearer understanding of the procedural
situation, it is recommended that the setting is
defined in alignment with the “International
Association for Ambulatory (Day) Surgery (IAAS)

Suggested
International
Terminology
and
Definitions”
(International
Association
for
Ambulatory Surgery, 2003) and according to the
level of pain management that is feasible in the
facility where the hysteroscopic procedure is
performed (Table III). This categorisation
recognises that the level of pain management is
not related to the environment (hospital, surgical
center, community clinic or office) where the
hysteroscopic procedure is performed and is not
dependent upon the need for admission or dictated
by the planned length of stay

Table III. Levels of pain management used during hysteroscopic procedures*
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3. Model of care
To enable clarity over the definition of setting for
hysteroscopy and ensure consistency with the
IAAS definitions ( International Association for
Ambulatory Surgery, 2003), it is recommended that

the need for admission, the length of stay and
type(s) of facility should be used to define the
“model of care” under which the hysteroscopic
procedure is undertaken. (Table IV).

Table IV. Model of care for hysteroscopy.

4. Type of procedure
Hysteroscopic procedures can be diagnostic and /
or therapeutic (operative). Diagnostic procedures
aim to visualise the uterine cavity to detect or
exclude endometrial and structural abnormalities
(congenital and acquired) with or without tissue
sampling (blind or directed biopsy). Operative

procedures remove endometrial and myometrial
uterine pathologies with the aim of providing a
therapeutic benefit by alleviating gynaecological
symptoms as well as allowing histological analysis
of removed tissue. The suggested terminology
recommended to distinguish the type of
hysteroscopic procedure is shown in Table V.

Table V. Type of hysteroscopy
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5. Approach of the hysteroscopic procedure
The traditional approach conducting hysteroscopy
to access the uterine cavity consists of inserting a
vaginal speculum to visualise the cervix, which is
then
grasped
with
a
toothed
forceps
(tenaculum/vulsellum) to provide counter traction
when dilatating the cervical canal and
subsequently introducing the hysteroscope through
the cervical canal and into the uterine cavity under
direct visualisation. This technical approach was
consolidated after the introduction of hysteroscopy
to routine gynaecological practice in the 1990’s
when procedures were generally conducted
exclusively under general or regional anaesthesia.
Advances in surgical technology, and in particular
miniaturisation of endoscopes and ancillary
instrumentation, has allowed hysteroscopy to be
performed without the need for vaginal
instrumentation because cervical dilatation is not
routinely required. This progression allowed
hysteroscopy to be undertaken without the
requirement for an anaesthetist or a formal hospital
operating room (theatre) and hysteroscopy
conducted in more convenient and accessible

office and outpatient
established.

clinic

settings

became

Once
office/outpatient
clinic
hysteroscopy
became established, some practitioners began
using techniques which did not require
conventional vaginal instrumentation with specula
and forceps (Bettocchi and Selvaggi, 1997;
Sharma et al., 2005; Cooper et al., 2010; Smith et
al., 2019; De Silva et al., 2020). The hysteroscope
was passed directly into the vagina, avoiding
unnecessary pain induced by vaginal distension
and manipulation/ traction of the cervix.
Subsequent clinical trials and data syntheses have
demonstrated the benefits of such approaches in
terms of reducing pain and enhancing patient
experience (Smith et al., 2019; De Silva et al.,
2020).
It is recommended that the approach to
hysteroscopy, namely how the cervix is visualized
and accessed to enable entry into the cervical
canal and uterine cavity, is defined according to
whether vaginal instrumentation is used or not
(Table VI).

Table VI. Approach to hysteroscopy
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Documentation and reporting
A proforma to report hysteroscopic procedures
according to this nomenclature is presented in
Table VII.

Discussion
Hysteroscopy is considered the gold standard
procedure for the diagnosis and management of
women with intrauterine pathology and is one of
the most common interventions in contemporary
gynaecological practice (Gkrozou et al., 2015).
Despite its ubiquity, there has been a lack of
consensus
when
describing
hysteroscopic
procedures such that multiple terms are used
across the international community without any
clear definition as to what they mean. This lack of
clarity has caused confusion and hindered reliable
interpretation of clinical data and scientific
communications pertaining to the practice of
hysteroscopy. Moreover, robust comparisons of
hysteroscopic
procedures
have
been
compromised, as have the ability to synthesise
data in systematic quantitative reviews to help
inform clinical practice. By producing standard
nomenclature for 5 fundamentally important areas
of hysteroscopic practice, we hope that
practitioners will find this consensus statement
relevant and easy to adopt when reporting
hysteroscopic procedures in both daily clinical
practice and research studies. To aid use of this
nomenclature, a standard proforma has been
provided to report hysteroscopic practice in a
systematic way according to the pain management
utilised, the procedural setting, the model of care
adopted, the type of procedure and finally the
approach to conducting the hysteroscopy (see
Table VII). This reporting proforma is highly
recommended to be used in publications to allow
comparisons and future meta-analysis.
Contemporary hysteroscopy is performed in a
variety of health care settings using different
methods of pain control. Hysteroscopic procedures
using smaller diameter endoscopes and improved
operative technologies, are increasingly being
performed without the use of general anaesthesia
Disclaimer:
The
present
terminology
of
hysteroscopic definitions is not intended to
interfere with regulations, credentialing, laws and

Table VII. Proforma for documenting and
reporting hysteroscopy.
requirements that are currently in place at the
facilities in which the hysteroscopic procedures are
performed, acknowledging that they are different
and specific in every healthcare system of each
nation. This working group has produced its
nomenclature cognizant of variations in clinical
practice and the variation in the structure of health
care systems across the globe. The working group
encourages translation of the proposed definitions
into relevant languages, including necessary
interpretation applicable to individual countries and
health care systems.
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